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Intrduct ion 
In this paper we treat the radiation problem of a cylinder antenna shrouded 
by a concentric axially slotted shell. The source of the cylinder antenna i s  an 
infinite axial slot uniformly excited, with the electric field in the circumferential 
directior?. h the following five sechons we present theanalyses  of the problem. 
For further details one may also refer to a P,adiation Laboratory Report by 
e 
1 A. Olte and Y. Hayashi . 
In the first section we reduce the boundary value problem of the antenna 
by employing a conventional series representztioii oi the fields to a Fredholm 
integral equation of tie first kind. The jntegral equation uniquely determines 
the tangential electric field of the slotted shell <L>r the given source on the cylinder 
surface. The kernel of the integral equat-on i s  c.dm$lex, non-hermitian, and has 
a logarithmic singularity. 
In the second section w e  briefly .discuss :he physical aspects of a singular 
b 
integral equation which follows by differ6:n:iatiori of the Fredholm integral equation 
of the f i r s t  kind. 
2 
Hayashi was the first to de r i \ e  tile sing-dar equation in  ;f 
simil-ar problem. 
In the third section w e  report a solutiox of the Fredholni integral equation 
tor the case af a rirrow shell slot. 3t:twgnizing that in a narrow slot the field 
distribution is dominated by the edge singularity we are led to a slot field representation 
Olte, A .  and Y.  Hayashi, "On the Antenna Radiation Through a Plasma Sheath," 1 
IJniversity of Michigan Radiaticn Lalloratory R e p c r t  S o .  5825-1 -F ,  J u n e  l9tj4. 
2 
Jap. Academy of -- Sci. -- , submitted for publication. 1Yi;4. 
Hayashi, Y. , ' ' 1 .  iectromagnetic Fieid ior Cir.cul3.r Boundaries with Slots. ' ' Proc. _- 
I 
c' by a Fourier series of a kind where the first term i s  the dominant one 
has already been applied by Morse and Fesh'ach in  discussing the scattering of 
This idea 
3 .  
an electrornagnetic wa:rt? nwrr?ally incjdert on a n  a m a l l y  s lx t ed  perfectly conducting 
cylindrical shell 
In the fourth section c>f this .c.kiipter ue report the ntunerical ctllculations 
which are based on the ahove solution of the Frtdholm integral equation. The 
purpose oi the calculations is to e?rhibjt the influence of the slvtxed shell on the 
radiatio!i :,f thc cylinder antenna. The  cylinder diameters considered are, in 
wavelength, fram 0. 2 /n  to 1.8/7r. The raclid spacings between the cyiincier and 
the shell are 0 .  l / n ,  0.05!a, ar:d :J. 025/'x. It ;+ill be obvious that for the para- 
meter d u e s  considered the slotted shell does cot significantly modify t h e  form of 
the cyli:,&r an ter ia  radiation patterr,. However, the pattern is rotated by the 
angle bta!v;een the source on the cylrnder surface arld the shell slot, althoGgh for 
the cyli:\der diameters considerel! -Lhe radiation i s  nearly omnidirectional m y v a y .  
Even for the largest  diameter antt?ilqa considered the radmtion field is omI:i- 
4 
d i rec tmnd  to within t 2 5  - per cenr . Therefore, we ha.-e chosen to report 'he 
ratio of b e  radiated p o w e r  bith the slotted shell a!Id without it, as a function of 
the source and the shell slot separation angle. 
In the fifth section of this ch::ptr.r we  discuss the accuracy of the aKproxi- 
a 
mate solution of the integral equzticn, and the e r r o r  reilected in the i,o\vei- radiated. 
Morse, P . M .  and H. Feshbach, 32!;3ods of Theoretical Physics, Paxt 11, 3 
McGraw-Hill, New York,  pp. 1387-1 > 3 ,  1953. 
%Va:t, J R. , Electromagnetic Radiation from Cylindricsl --- Structures, Dergamon 
Press, Xew York, p. 30. 1959. 
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In the last section we briefiy d i s c u s  and suminarize the main features of 
The slotted shell prevents racbation only for certain parameter the results. 
combinations; for most others,  the radiation remains the same and for some it 
is even enhanced. This section concludes with a discussion of some extensions 
of the work.. 
Reduction of the Boundary Value P r~b le rn  to-g-.Ledholm Integral Equtition of the 
First Kind 
W e  cscnsider a wedge cvavep'de of :vidth 28 feeding in the louest o rder  
0 
transverse electric mode a perfwily coxlucting circidar cylinder of radius a,  as 
shown ir, Figure 1. Tlie cylinder is conc*rntrictilly shrouded b y  a vanishingly thin 
perfectly conrlilcting shell of raa im b. The shell has an axial slot o f  width Zf!l . 
The center-to-center cirrunfere?tial &placement of the shell slot and the q- l inder  
b 
0 
slot i s  indicated by the angle 3 .  !\'e er;?.;Aoy a right-hand circular cylindrical 
coordinate SJ stem (r ,  $, z) for ui;ich f! is measured counter-clock\\ ise from 
tne center of the shell slot and z is alGilg the axis of the cFlinder. The constitu- 
j:Jt . . 4 units is used and the time dependence of e is implied for all field quantities. 
We hzve a ttvo-climeneiomi pvabb2en;, since both the antenna structure and 
the source i s  independent of z. Ex-thermore, it i s  9 three region problem: 
probleni IJJ" considering the tangential rLlectr)t: field ; i t  the c;;linder slot as given. 
3 
I -  
I -  
* 
For a < r > b  -- - 
H z = k2 e {E3 n n  J (kr! + C 
n= -a, 
and for r z b  
, n; -tn 
where k = w G. 
* 
W e  regard 
W e  require that 
4 
c 
n= -m 
Because of the or thogonal i ty  of the c i rcu lar  func t ions  w e  ob ta in  from (71, (8) and  (9) 
respectively 
I 
i 
for both reg ion-  + n e  the electric slot fields h r e  known. IIo\rever* do not Know 
5' 
the shell dot field. We eeek to find it by enforcing the remaining boundary condition: 
the continuity d tiw tangential a q - e t i c  fjeld through the shell slot, i .  e. 
I -  i- 
I 
I *  
'1 
We eliminate tb coefficients in (16), .and after factoring and tr-msposing 01 
terms obtain 
Interchanging integration with eu-mmation, wc obtain an integral equation of the form 
where 
with E = 1 for n = 0, and c - 2 for n = 1,2,3, .  . n n 
6 
The kernel K(@',S> has a logarithmic singalarity at f! = O f .  Tils  c a n  be 
easily ehown by car?Ahxing those terx;le of the ser ies  for which n >> hb. The 
kernel is non-hermitian since K(fi',$) K(g,  9'1. The kernel K (q, 8)  is a I a) 
continuous function of r) and 6. We see that the known function of the integral 
equation i s  obtained bv transforming the electric field of the LyliiiLier siot accordlng 
to (19). 
b 
b 
We have reduced the boundary vallie problem to a Fredholm integral 
equation of the first kind with a non-hermitian kernel. This is a unique state- 
ment of the original problem and no additional conditions need be jmposed. 
The Appearance of the Singular Integral _- Equation 
It is well known that the normal component of the electric field must be 
continuous through an  aperture. It is also well  known that the continuity of the 
tangential magnetic field through the aperture automatically insures the continuity 
of the normal electrical field component as well. 
t rue and therefore the continuity of th.2 normal component of the eiectric field 
through the aperture is not sufficier;t for a boundary condition. 
The reverse,  however, is not 
The continuity Condition of the normal component of the electric fieid 
through the shell aperture in our case corresponds to an integral equatim that is 
obtained by differentiating the FredLolrn integral equation of the first kind ivith 
respect to 0 .  W e  have then 
where the primes indicate that the kel-nels a r e  to be differentiated with :espect to 
7 
I -  
tion has k e n  increased to a Cauchy type singularity and therefore we have io 
take +he integral in the prinicipal value secse which we explicitly in&cate D? 
P in front of the integration sign. Whereas the Fredholm integral equation 
exists 8s @-)go, (20) does not and we restrict 6 to the open interval 
4o < fl < 6,. The kernel K‘”’(v, 6) is continuous and the right hand side of 
(20) exists even as @-+go. Evidently the Cauchy integral equation for this 
particular problem admits %set of solutions. Somehow one has to choose a 
solution that satisfies the Fredholm integral equation. One may possibly 
choose from the set a solution that satisfies the well known condition of the 
4 
edge singularity at 6 = 9,. This solution is a sum of a certain particular inte- 
gral  and a certain general solution of the homogeneous equation of (20), both 
parts satisfying the edge singularity condition independent of each other. The 
amplitude of the general solution of the homogeneous equation clearly remains 
arbitrary.  If finding the proper amplitude of ths part oi the solution gives us  
the unique slot  field, then i t  may be determined by substituting the total solution 
in the Fredholm integral equation. These appear to by the physical aspects of 
the singular integral integral equation method used by Hayashi i n  constructing 
a formal solution to a similar boundary value problem. 
Solution of the Fredholm Integral Equation tor the Case oi a Karrow Slot 
The Fredholm integrzl equation oi the ::rst kind (18) was derived for the 
cylinder slot of zrbi t rary width 28 . We s mplify the pi-oblem, but retain i t s  
0 
8 F 
CI 
I essential features by letting eo+ (3. because thee we can let the slot field 
assume a Diras 6 -fsiction distrlbvtian, i ,  e .  f(6) 5 V 6(9 - e ) / .  v:here V 
3 a 
is the slot v:>l+a.ge. 
In this case then 
We observe that K(@', 6) and K(a)(6, 6) may be divided into evzn and odd 
parts with respect to both variables, i. e .  
K($',$) = Ke(@', fh + K$@', (22) 
da'ce,@) = Kf+e ,g )  + da)(e,p) 0 , (23) 
.I 
0 
Since h e  unknown slot field may also be represented by an t.\-en and an odd part, 
E(p) = Ee(@) + E (ft), the Fredholm jntegral equt ion  becomes 
0 
I 
We observe that the first integral is an even function in fi, w1iiIe the scvmd 
W e  have succeeded in breaking the Fredholm integral equation into two integral 
equations of the same kind. The first one determines the even part of the shell 
slot field and the second one, the odd part. Stating the problem in this form means 
that we invert two small  matrices instead of one large one in order to obtain the 
same accuracy in the solution. 
Elect romagnetic fields cannot have large spatial variations over distances 
that are  small compared to the wavelength, except in the vicinity of the sources,  
at the discontinuities in the meaium constitutive parameters, and at sharp con- 
ducting edges. The slot fieid of a narrow slot is therefore dominated by the edge 
singularity. We separate this out in the first te rm of a Fourier representation of 
* 
the even and odd parts of the slot field. i. e .  
arid 
c 
We are guided in se~bot lq  thee particular fcirms of tbe field eingularities by 
6 7 
the work of Sommerfeld m d  MUar 011 the diffmction by a,n infinite slit in a 
vanishingly thin perfectly conc~ucting plane screen. Using these Gelcis representa- 
tione we convert each htegral equation into an infinite set of algebraic equations 
by etraightfoward inkpa t ione .  We summarize the results for (26) in matrix 
notation aa 
m a a  
where 
Sommerfeld, A. Optics, Lectures onxicoret ical  Physics, Vol. IV, Academic 6 
Press, New York and London, pp 273-289, 1964. 
7 
NO. 1. pp 38-47, 1960. 
Mi l la r ,  H .  F., "A Note on Diffraction b y  an Infinite Slit, I' Can. J. P ? i E  , 38 -> 
/ / 
i 
I 
l -  
I. - 
. and for (27) us 
where 
We have reduced the  problem of finding the shell slot electric field to an 
inversion of two complex matrices. By the inclusion of the edge singularity in the 
first te rm for each part  of  the slot field we have enhanced the first column a t  the 
expense of the rest of the matrix. The enhancement is particularly large for a 
narrow slot. 
narrow slot approximation. 
we shod33 
Thus the problem has been set up in a wag’ so as to lead to the 
Howel e r ,  befclre we delve into the numerical details, 
the physical quantities we uant to find. 
We  a r e  interested in the mrrow slot antennas. Further we restr ic t  the 
radial separation of the shell f r o m  the cylinder to a small fraction of the wavelength 
However, the p w e r  ridirited into the free space ivjll depend most probably on 
the orientation (;f the shell, Ti:ere€or?, we went to show how the radiated power 
depends on the slot fieid irrthe next f e w  pasagraphs. 
The power radiated per unit length by the shell slot i s  given by 
Substituting (12) in the preceding equation and (28) and (29) in the resulting equation, 
we have, after the interchange of integration with summation 
( 3 3 )  
From the behaviw of the'denominatar in the general term of the ser ies  we  coriclude 
that only '2kb terms need be consldered ifidependent of the slot \\idth. A com- 
putation w i l l  shou that for a mr row slot the second part of the numerator is 
negligible compared to a term.  Only when b becomes substantially larger  
than a do we h;ive to rake, in some spwia l  c.ises, the second part intc considera- 
tion. A l s o  in the f i r s t  part of the nurnei;itor th:: a term is negligible compared 
to the 2 of the Yarrou slot .  Thlis 1,ve 'lave that for a narrow slot, 
0 1 
0 
q 
0 
. (34) 
The power radiated b y  the cylinder withmt the shell is given by 
W e  define ths voltage of the slotted shell as 
and it follows that. 
V = b a  . b 0 
The ratio of equations (34) and (35) we may write as 
(37) 
where 
For further discussion we elect to keep V 
is enclosed by the sheil. 
= a vojts. whether or not the cylinder 
a 
Then (38) takes the f a r m  
and a we regargl as a dimensionless quantity. Thc last formtila gives the 
0 
enhancement (or depresgion) of radiation when the c jiinder is enclosed by the 
shell. Aside from the essentially geometric factor F,  all depencis on the ampli- 
tude of the a. tr!r*m in the sheii slot f ie ld expression. 
Since Maxw-ell's equations are l inear thtl resulr 138) is independent of 
f 
: -  
the amplitude of %e boarce voltage Ira; thus the right hand sides of (38) and (40) 
must be equal, and we obtain 
The las t  formula expressee the transformer properties of the shell .  W e  
may regard (kb/k.jiaol as the transfarmer turns ratio. 
W e  a r e  fortunate that for a narrow slot the a term is also dominant in 
0 
the slot field reprewntatlon. Tlus assertion i s  expected to hold when 
From (30) with the understanding that V = a, we have a 
When D (ka, kb) j 0, then (43) t a k e s  on the particularly simple form n 
i 44) 
(3 
The lowest order root of D (ka,kb) occurs when kb" 2-ka, ka < 1, that is, 
when the mean circumference is appro-ximatelq equal to the wavelength. 
-1 
The 
.lowest order root of D. {ka, kb) occurs %hen kb" 4-ka, ka 5 2. Of particular 
interest  a r e  also the roots of D (ka, kb), because then a does not depend on 
9 
the angle 9. W e  l is t  the lowest order root t ~ f  Do(ka, kb) for some parameter 
values of possible interest in Table 1. 
2 
0 0 
b 
*Truell, R., "Concerning the Roots of i;'(x/\N'(kxS-J'(kx)ru"(x)=O," J. Appl. P Q .  , n n n n  
I 14, pp 350-352, 1943. 
Jahnke-Emde-Losch, Tables of Higher I'mctions, McGraw-Hill, New York, 
9 
P. 198, 1960. 
.---- 
I -  
- 
ka 
31.427 
15.7275 
10.4993 
7.8875 
E 09n.1 u. & I V Y  
kb/ ka 
1. 1 
1 . 2  
1.3 
1 .4  
1 . 5  
The Results 
W e  are left with the task of computing ao. The series expansion of the 
numerator and denominator of a involve Bessel functions and Neumann 
functions. In view of the intended applications of the results of this study, we 
res t r ic t  *e radius of the shell to kb 5 2.  
0 
We use the exact Aerie8 for computing the cylindrical functions of order 
0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  and 5. Recursion relations are used to compute orders  6 and 7. 
orders greater than 7 we use the small argument approximation to obtain 
For 
10 
We SLLXYI 90 terms in the series determining and W e  retain only five 
t 00 0 
t e r m s  in the Hka ,  ko, 9 ) ser ies .  The computations were performed on a digital 
computer €or the slot width of 0.06 radians, arid ka in steps of 0.  2 from 0 . 2  to 1.8, 
0 
for exch step, kb-iia = 0.05, 0.10, 0. 20 
c 
? 
Ne elect to present the result& Fu '&e following forms. We choose 
1Olog @ka,kb,@)/P(ka. a B  ?he ordinate and 8 as the abscissa in Figures 2 
through 18. A zero on the ordinate a& meane that the source radiates the 
same amount af power into the free space with and without the slotted shell. A 
negative r d j e r ,  say -20, means that introduction of the slotted shell decreases 
the raciiated power to one-hundredth of the previous value, while +20 means 
that the radiated power is increased by a factor on one hundred. The origin on 
the ordinate axis (6 =O? means that the cylinder slot is under the shell slot, 
and +e = 180 means that the slots a r e  on the opposite sides of the cylinder. 0 
The radiation curves a r e  even functions in  8 .  
All along we assume that the source amplitude DA the cylinder remains 
unchanged, i. e. the voltage of the cylinder slot remains at 'a' volts. Thus 
these calculations do not include the de-tuqjng of the antenna that must a r i se  in 
most cases when it is surrmnded by a perfectly conducting slotted shell. How- 
eve r ,  these calculations dc, show the effect the slotted shell has on the coupling 
between the line source of the cylindrical antaula and the radiation field in the 
free space. b 
0.1 In Figure 2, the antenna diameter is - X &a = 0.21, where A is 
7r 
the f ree  space wavelength. Enclosing this antenna by the slotted shell increases 
the radiated power, the bigger the separation between the antenna and the shell, 
the more radiation we get, which is only weakly dependent on the source and the 
slot  separation angle 6. F3r kb-ka = 0 . 0 5 ,  0.10, 0.20, the radiated power is 
l 7  
I -  
increased by 3, T. 5 and 13 db, r e spc t ivdy .  The maxi5u3? increase is when 
& = 18O0 aid the mCulmc.m wben 9 = 61 1% difference between maximum and 
m'm.mum €or a given kb Le only about 2db. 
In Figure 3, we lave increased the antenna diameter to ka = 0.40 and 
the closer the shell is to the antenna the more radiation we get, which is just 
the opposite situation w e  )lad when ka = 0.2 in the piec&ii i  fig~re. WEE 
kb-ka = 0.05, the radiation is increased by 11.5 db when 8 = 00, and increased 
to 23.5 db when 8 -e 180°. When we increase kb-ka to 0.10, the radiation very 
significantly decreases: wnen 8=0 we have only -ldb, however the radiation 
increases to  13db as 8 increases tc~ 180 . Increasing kb-ka to 0.20 further 
reduces the radiation: at 6 = Oo we have -18db and the radiation increases 
only to +2 db as 6 + 160". 
0 4 
0 
* 
In Figure 4, we have ka = 0.6 and the farther the shell is from the 
antenna, the more i t  deljrejljcs the radiation. When kb-ka = 0.05, the radiation 
is -3 db at 8 = 0, but decreases to 
zero radiated power, but this is not txpected to be true) a t  6 = 36 , and from 
then rapidly r i s e s  to +6db as 8 -b I80 . Increasing kb-ka to 0.10 depresses 
radiation at 6 = Oo to -5db and the deep minima moves to  8 = 41 ; a s  8 + 180' 
the radiation recovers b +2.5 db. A s  kb-ka -+ 0 .2  the curve i s  depressed all 
along below zern, and the deep minima moves further to the right. 
deep minimum (the approximation gives 
0 . 
0 
a. 0 
In Figure 5 the iccrease of ka to 0. 80 has brought, maintaining - the same 
order ,  all three curves cleaer together, and minima have maved further to the 
right. \Vhen 6 = 0 the h i i a t i o n  is a few db below zero; at  180 either just 
0 0 .  
above or below zero. 
.. 
1x1 Figure 6 -q have ka = i. 0 Tke minima have moved farther to the 
The order  ~f the 
0 
right and for  the three C u m 6  occur between 90' and 100 . 
curves has been reversed. the larger the kb-ka value, the more radiation 
we get into the free epce.  At  8=Oo, and 180°, kb-ka = 0.05 gives 0 db, 
kb-ka = 0.10 gives +O. Sdb and kb-ka = 0.20 gives 2db. 
In Figure 7 we have ka = 1.2 and the minima are occurring between 105' 
and 115'. The curve ordering remains the same as in the preceding figure, but . 
the radiation is enhanced €or most 8 angles, especially so for kb - ka = 0.20. 
For this curve the radiatim at F! = 0' and i80° is +13db arid +16db, respectively. 
In Figure 8 we have increased the artenna radius to ka = 1.4, and the 
minimas now occur between 115O and 120'. The curves have started to reverse 
the order.  The kb-ka = 0.20 curve has dropped a b u t  15dh below the other curves 
and is approximately where the other two curves were in the preceding figure. 
For the high curve8 the maximum radiation is 18db. All three curves show a 
second minimum starting $I form a t  9 = 0 . 0 
h Figure 9 we have increased ka to 1.6,  and the reversal  of the curve 
order  has  'been completed i .  e. increased kb-ka decreases the radiation. Also 
two sets of minima have ftjrmed: the new set is between 10 to 20 and the old 
set has moved to 125' to 1X0. The radiation is increased only by 6 . 5  db at the 
maximum. 
0 0 
In Figure 10 we have ka = 1.8, and all three curves have mov5d very 
0 closely together. The first  minima occur at about 33 
0 0 130 . 
and the second zt about 
At 0' ?he rsdiation is -1db; at 80' and 180 , it is +1 - db. 
Diec?..sion 
In tbe flguree presented, we have increased the radius of the cylinder, a, 
in nine e q d  steps from O.l /r  X to O.g/z A. III a11 nine case8 we have shown 
the effect of the slotted shell on the radiation when the radial separation between 
the cylinder and the shell is 0.025/r A, O.O5/zr A ,  and O.lO/a A .  The shell 
incremes radiation independently of 8 when a < O.l/n A .  A very substantial 
increaee in radiation is maintained as the radius of the cylinder is increased 
to O.B/r A. As a is increased to 0 . 3 / r  X and beyond, a deep minimum 
appears in the curves which indicates that for those angles the slotted shell 
decoupleg the cylindrical antenna from the free space. When a is 0.4/7r A ,  
or 0.5/1r X the slotted shell leaves the antenna radiation largely unaffected for 
extensive ranges of 8,  except when the slot is in the 90 range from the source 
where #en deep minirpa occur. As a is increased to 0.6,’. X the antenna 
radiation is enhanced, and also becomes sensitive to the cylinder and the slotted 
shell separation distance. The same thing remains true as a is further increased 
to 0 . 7 / x  X, except that a ne; minimum appears to form at e=@ AS a is 
further hcreased  to 0.8/7r A, both the radiation enhancement and the sen- 
sitivity of the radiation enhancement on the cylindrical antenna and the slotted 
shell separation markedly decrease for all 8 values. Two deep minima have 
formed as well. Increasing a further to 0.91. X reduces the radiation en- 
# 
0 
hancement practically to zero, and the radiation becomes independent c;f the 
antecm and the slotted shell radial separation. This also occurred at a = 0.5/7r A .  
4 
This phenomenon appears tc be a~mcizited with t.hs 'resonances' in the coaxid 
cavity formed bj the cyl lndrica an term and the coaxial shell. 
occur when D (ka, kb) = 0 .  For our range of variables the first 'resonance' appears 
when ka-i, the second &en ka-2, i.e. a-O.5/n X, and l / n  X, respectively. 
The 'resonances' 
$ 
n 
In equation (40) essentially a geometrical factor relates the radiated 
power per unit length to the square of the amplitude of the a coefficient. This 
0 
factor we denoted by 
.was approximated by 
F,  and in particular cases consider here,  the infinite series 
five terms, i. e. 
in Figure 11 for the same ranges of variables as appeared 
in the preceding figures. Since the shell is close to the cylinder in the three cases 
considered we have that t h e  factor F is close to unity when ka > 1. Only for 
ka < 1 do we have a s u b s t a n i d  incxease of the fzctor above unity. Usmg this 
factor w e  can very simply obtain the ratio of the slot voltages from the preceding 
figures. From (38) we have 
We notice that in the second term e n  the right hand side the argument of the 
log is close to  unity Thus for most parameter configurations the Figures 2 
through 10 give also directly the ratio of  the slot voltages as a b -c t ion  of 8 .  
We may add that in this approximation the phase of V 
minima, and i t  suffers a 180' trhange as one gcies through a minimum. The slot 
is ccnstant between the 
a 
0 
voltage m s e  is given by the *me of ,/de) and the 1.8~ phase coixinge comes 
from %he sign revard'of I(*) on going through the ainirnum. 
cj  
We have presented the approximate solution of the integral equation (26), 
and discussed to dome extent the physical consequences of this solutio% a~ 
metbod sf approximation suggested i a d f  from the results of the narrow slot 
in a plane screen. The u e  of the same leading terms in  the slot field represen- 
* 
4 
tation is justified largely on the physical grounds and it leads to the g e a r n e t r i d  
restrictions (42). Altholugh we feel the a9pioximation i s  a good one for the 
range of parameters discuseed, a quantitative statement of the slot  voitage aDproxi- 
mation would be very ~ e s i r a b l e .  We may truncate the matrix in (30) a r A  invert 
it. T h i ~  procedure is laborious, the resuits may not be conclusive a s  to the 
e r r o r  in any case,  and particularly EO when the original approximation is a good 
one. We choose to go back to the integral equation itself. We rewrite it in the 
form 
When we use the approxima:e solution, the left hand side of the a b v e  equation 
wil l  not be quite zero. This difference we denote by A'e)(fl), i. e .  
where t k  prime Qn the field indicates t h a t  i! is the approximate solution .Ae 
have obtained, i . e .  
We find that 
In Table II we present some of the calculations from (52) for the parameters of 
Figures 2, 5, 6 and 9. The 1 (4 (0) and the K ( a) (6,p) series have been 
summed to 90 terms, the other two series to 200 terms. The calcdations 
showed that the approximate solution (51) ‘satisfies’ the integral equation 
eesentlally independent of the angle 8.  In the table we have shown how A ( e )  $) 
depends on the field point coordinate 6. We have carried out the computations 
for +-@ = 0, 0.015, and 0.030, i. e .  at the slot center, half-way to either end, 
0 e 
and at either slot edge. 
ka 
0.40 
0.40 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.8 
1.8 
-
. Q. 40 
1. a 
kb-ka 
0.05 
0.10 
0.20 
0.05 
0.10 
0.20 
0.05 
0.10 
0.20 
0. os 
0.10 
0.20 
0.030-jO.013 
-0.015-jO.0045 
-0.010-jO.0017 
0 OOO4-jO.O0ooOO2 
0.0010-jO.OOOOO8 
O.OO4O-jO.OOO23 
0.0052-j0.00001 
0.0082-j0.00055 
0.024-jO.041 
-O.O060+jO. 00002 7 
-0.0050-j0.~0037 
-0.0036-jO.0001 
fl=+O. 015 @= +O. 030 1 
4-032 3.2otj0.10 
O.O37+jO. 0097 
0.022+ jO.0035 
-0.0004tjO. 000001 
-0. OOlGcjO. 00002 
-0.0077tjO. 0005 
-0.004+jO. 0002 
-O.r)13+j@. 0015 
-O.O47+jO. 090 
0.0033+j@. 000085 
0.0046tjO. O(3018 
0.0053tjO. 00025 
-0. 12-jO.030 
4.072-jO.011 
0.0014-j0.000004 
6.005-jO.00006 
0.024-jO.0016 
0.043 -jO. 0048 
0 .  14-j0.27 
0.013-jO.00033 
-0,015-j0.00062 
0.017 - jO.  00067 
0.017-jO.00083 
The approximate solution 'satisfies' the integral equation better at the slot 
center and the worst ai ihe slot edges. Also it appears 'hat the integral equation 
i E  'satisfied' better *.en the radiation ia insensitive to the cylinder and the shell 
radial separation, i. e. when we are closer to some particular co-axial 'resonance' 
than when in between them. 
0 
IE order to be able to make a quantitative estimate of the error we rewrite 
(49) in the form 
Taking the absolute values we have 
0 
Since K ( a ' ( ~ ,  is a red firnction we m y  argue that at the maximum 
e 
and hence 
From Table XI and the last formula we compute that the ma.drnuni possible e f r o r  
in t ke  slQt field is 22 per cent for ka = 0.40, 2 . 4  per cent for ka = 0.0, 32 per cent 
fcr ka = I .  2 and 1 . 7  per cent for ka = 1. 8. For the radiation t'lis corresponds 
tc maximum e r r o r s  of 1 .7 ,  0 .2 ,  2 . 4  and 0. 16db, respectively. Thus,  we feel 
that the maximJm 
radiation minima, 
possible error in the data plotted with the exception of the 
should be a f ew t e n t h s  of a db when3he curves are  close together, 
I - .  
I 
~ 
anti a few 
co- reeomace. Tbe rwture of (33) indicates the minima in the radiation 
wfien they are ueparatai, i. e. when we are far from a particular 
coupling curves for the J o t  width cowidered rbould be at least 25 db deep. 
Some further work irr neceesrrty ta eetablieh the depth of the minima. 
I 
W e  have computed the radiation through the shell for three different shell 
spacings f rom the cylindsr. 
appear tbrt bringing the shell closer to the cylinder in most cases gives stronger 
radiation than lettlng the shell be farther away from the cylinder. However, the 
For the parametere we have selected it would 
I e 
type of the problems we have dces not allow us to extrapolate these results in 
either direction. 
I 
Further calcrllations are neceesary to establish this behavior. 
However, we m y  offer some comments based on eimple physical arguments. 
It would appear that the radiation goes to zero as the Slotted shell coalesces with 
the cylinder for fi0 < 6 < 2 ~ 4 ~ ,  1. e. the eource is not under the shell slot, 
I 
because then the source is enclosed by a perfectly conducting medium which 
precludes radiation. When the source is under the shell slot (4, < 8 < 9 j as 
0 
b -+ a .  then of course we have the familiar situation of a source on the perfectly 
conducting cylinder. These comments are also supported by some additional 
calculations for the case of Figure 3 (ka = 0.40). These w e r e  done-for 
kb-ka = 0.025, 0.010, 0.005 and the radiation wa& succeseively reduced as 
0 
kb-ka w a s  decreased from 0.050. The other l imit ,  that of increasing kb-ka 
to infinity fc)r a given ica ha?; -10 practical significznce. Increasing kb-ka beyond 
0. 20 w e  may expect the radiatixi alternative14 to iccrease arrd decrease. 
W e  m y  afm sslk tine phyrtica? wetion: H w  doe8 the radiatixi get out 
when the aoIuce :s 1x04 &rl#ltly visible throvgh the do<? In &xi a t tenpt  to read 
mnne physics into the mathematice we m y  compute the Fourier coefficient of 
the E 
cylinder Blot voltage at 'ac volte, we have that 
component of the electric field (3) In the co-axial space. Taking the b 
where the approximate sign enters because we w e  the narrow slot approximation 
for the shell slot field. The first few coefficients we cannot discuee without some 
numerical computations. However, when kb < 2 and n >> kb, we may use tixe 
small argument approximation of the cylindrical functions, and obtain 
From (58)  we have that on the cylinder surface 
and on the shell surface 
I 
It is clear that many coefficients are necessary to approximate reasonably well 
the E cornpuent in the eo-axjal space. The same statement appiies to the b 
other two field components. No Fourier coefficient ahme under any conditions 
dominates tbe Eeld components in the cx-8xlas region, even in the case when 
for some prticular coefficient D (ka, kb) -b 0.  From this behavior of the n 
Fourier coefficients we may conclude that no simpie model may be devised 
t~ expiain iht: itlaiifei ~f pxver t!xrwgh the co-axial region. 
b 
0 The power trans- 
f e r  reeulte from the interference of very many Fourier coefficients. 
Cordus  ions 
We briefly summarize the salient features of the numerical results of 
this study. With a fixed magnetic line source on the cylinder the addition of a 
relatively close fitting elotted shell: 
1) enhances radiation for all 6ource and sheli slot separation angles 
8 when the diameter < 0. 5/n A,  
2) leaves radiation roughly uachanged when 0.5/7r X < the cylinder 
diameter < I .  l / n  A ,  except €or a deep minima in the vicinity of 6 -  - t 90 , 0 
3) enhances radiation when 1. l / n  X < the cylinder diameter < 1. 5/7r X 
0 except for a deep minima in the viciEity of 6-+ - 110 , 
* 
4) leaves radiation roughly unchanged when 1 . 5 / r  X < the cylinder 
0 h a m e t e r  2 / T  h,  except €or a deep minima in the vicinity of 0- + - 45 , +_ 135'. 
The deep minima in case 2) is associated with the lowest root of 
D (ka, kb) = 0, and in case 4) with the lowest root of D (ka, kb) = 0.  It appears 
that radiation wiil have no deep minima when D (ka, kb) = 0, or  very close to 
zero.  Some oi the antenna parameters for which this will occur a r e  shown i: 
Table I . 
1 2 
c. 
27 
f 
We also note + h t  the theoretical w w k  on the problem has been carr ied 
the yurtit where the numerical c;iicuIaticas C;LD. be carried out for wider slots, 
if we BO desire. In thie particular theoretical work the solution of the Fredholm 
integd equation Gf the first kind i B  based on the truncation of two infinite 
mstricee. It would appear that this particular method of solving the fundamental 
integral qua t i an  of the problem has been put in tne moei fizvorable fsrm fnr 
carrying out further computations. 
Some obvious extensions of the theoretical work accomplished so far 
include ::oneideration of a dieleckic uader the shell that is different from that 
on the outside and the application of the method presented to the case of the 
narrow. slot. On the basis of this study one would then be in a position to choose 
a dielectric constant ratio such that for a narrow frequency band of interest the 
cylinder antenna would radiate through the dotted shell for all angular positions 
of the shell slot. 
Another extension is to consider a finite thickness, partially transparent 
plasma sheath with ar: infinite axial slot. 
onlv or: the (anergy that leaks out through the slot, but also on the leakage through 
the plasma sheath itself. This is a new boundary value problem and it is expected 
to 'be sornewkat more difficult than the one discussed in  this paper. 
The radiation then would depend not 
v 
Another problem of some potential interest i s  to consider that the cylinder 
4 
slot is excited by a wedge waveguide which has a magnetic line source at the 
origin. ?.-his In fact is a complete antenna prQblem. In order to find thc slot 
fields of the cylinder slot and the sheath slot we  have to solve two simultaneous 
I .  
which the Hhell dep-eesee the cy!inder d o t  ficld. 
The further problem of relating these solutions to practical antenna 
Q 
configurations io also of continui.. importance. For this, physical intuition 
and understanding of the canonical problem may not be sufficient, and some 
judicious experiments may have to be undertaken. 
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